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The Value of 
Regulatory

Regulatory work is 
critical to get right.



The 
Opportunity
in Regulatory

This is a key service you provide to 
your physicians, monitors and 
sponsors.

When these documents are 
managed effectively with proof of 
high-quality service, you improve 
study management overall and 
you improve your reputation.



The need for change

The cost of chaos



Paper is Burdensome

• Stalking & hounding PI’s for signatures

• Sites running out of physical space as they 

drown in paper

• Physically moving paper binders across 

locations

• Moving to a new office space is a challenge

• Real material & archiving costs

• Real risk of document degradation or loss



Multiple Places to Go To go
▪ Which is the right one?

▪ Can I stitch together the whole story?

▪ Redundantly storing emails

▪ Lack of control in shared drives

▪ Naming is a mess

▪ Limited info retention and search

▪ Risk of staff accessing the wrong one

▪ Redundant filing across studies & sites

▪ Remote monitoring and requests



Chaos of Work Today
▪ Staff bring their preferences & understanding

▪ Past attempts at standardization have failed 

staff revert to what they know & think is best

▪ Ineffective communication about what’s 

needed & what still needs to be done

▪ The work that needs to get done isn’t well 

defined or defined at all



The Problem 
of Regulatory



• Most of the time: 59% coordinator time

• Sometimes all the time: 75-100% during startup

• Unaccounted & not reimbursed: 50% tasks under 20 min

The struggle is real

*SOCRA 2019 Posters: “Where does the time go?” and “Keeping studies in step” from academic medical centers



Key Goals

Store and Find

Store documents that can 
be found without question

Process

Get the right documents 
where they are needed, 
when they are needed

Compliance

Identify what’s missing and 
needs action



Goals in Regulatory

▪ Store and Find Documents

What it takes today

▪Duplicate storage

▪ Searching through binders 

and shared drives

▪ Printing, copying, sending, 

mailing, scrambling



Extensive coordination between staff, 
sites, departments and teams is part of 

the problem and not the solution.



Goals in Regulatory

▪Maintain compliance

▪ Checking, re-checking, re-

checking

▪ Waiting for monitor to find 

mistakes

▪ Using excel spreadsheets or 

information siloed in staff 

memory

What it takes today



Detailed excel spreadsheets or tracking 

systems provide good dashboards but rely 

on the staff member to do it correctly



The work depends on the worker

Regulatory staff have 
differences in  
understanding of 
regulatory requirements, 
and different work 
preferences

▪They track work their 
own way

▪Store documents their 
own way



Perfection Requires 

Consistency

Consistency Requires 

Standardization



The FDA has set 
the standard . . . 
• “The handling of documents, including conventional 

naming, tracking, filing, version control, and the 
systematic back-up of real-time data collection, should 
follow standardized procedures.” 

• “Create systems that limit the opportunity for errors. 
Simplify protocols and outcomes assessed. Be realistic 
about the amount of data to be collected. Standardize 
systems and formats when possible.” 

• “It is important to know what is wrong and needs 
correcting before an external auditor finds it.”

Kleppinger, C. and Ball, L. (2010): Building Quality in Clinical Trials with Use of a Quality Systems Approach



You have tried change

You have attempted 
standardization but…

▪There has been no way to 
enforce it

▪People revert back to what 
they trust and know



You have tried change

You have attempted 
standardization but…

▪The underlying problem of 
redundant work still exists



This is not just a paper problem.

This is a work problem.



So what is next?

▪Simply digitize processes 

and rely on staff skill and 

interpretation 

▪Solve it with software

that defines processes 

and ensures consistency



The change that’s needed.

It’s time to upgrade Regulatory.



Elimination of Paper

Part 11

eSignatures

Processes (DOA, Training, SR, AE)

Best Practices (monitors, staff, SOPs)



Key Learning

Store and Find

Store documents that can 
be found without question

Process

Get the right documents 
where they are needed, 
when they are needed

Compliance

Identify what’s missing and 
needs action



Store & Find

Goal:

Store: standardized storing 
practices for simplicity through 
staff transitions 

Find: Quickly find exactly what you 
need. Make it easy for others to 
find what they need

Best Practices:

• Simply more folder structure 
might not help

• Leverage standard information 
alongside documents to help 
understand and find them 
easier!



Process

Goal:

Complete all necessary work including 
reviews, trainings and required signatures

Best Practices:

▪ Don’t coordinate. Allow software 
to do that!
▪ Provide the software information 

alongside documents to automatically 
connect documents to relevant 
studies and provide the right, easy 
access

▪ Create a central tool where multi-
site studies are managed 
▪ Instead of “sending” to sites, simply 

provide access from anywhere



Compliance

Goal:

Ensure and prove compliance

Best Practices:
▪Excel spreadsheets are 

not cutting it.
▪ Invest in a solution that 

understands what to expect 
for each study to tell you 
exactly what is missing and 
what work needs to be 
complete



Consistency Through Standardization

▪ Perfection is expected in this 
work. 

▪ Ensuring consistency in how 
documents are stored means 
you easily find the document 
you need. As does your monitor.

▪ Consistency significantly reduces
opportunity for error.

Beyond the benefits of 
centralizing document 
management, the right solution 
can enforce consistency through 
solution standardization. 



So, what’s the best approach?

Digitizing bad processes creates bad digital 
processes. 

You need the power of technology – approaching today’s 
regulatory inefficiencies with solutions technology can 
uniquely deliver. 



Additional Best 
Practices in 
eRegulatory

Remote Monitoring
Access & Interoperability
Working with Sponsors



Regulatory Success: Cook Childrens

The Keys to our Success:

• Remote monitoring – Remote and Improved

• Training, reviews and signatures – Remote and Improved

• Better clinical and regulatory staff collaboration



Regulatory Success: Cook Childrens

The Keys to our Success:

• The FDA perspective

• Best practice templates + flexibility = smoother roll out for the team

• Staff rollout – PIs and team excited



Questions?Thank you!
sales@complion.com




